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Abstract
Recent proposals for re-defining the roles Africa’s health workforce are a continuation of the discussions that have been held since colonial times. The proposals have centred on basing the continent’s healthcare delivery on non-physician clinicians (NPCs) who can be quickly trained and widely distributed to treat majority of the common diseases. Whilst seemingly logical, the success of these proposals will depend on the development of clearly defined professional duties for each cadre of healthcare workers (HCW) taking the peculiarities of each country into consideration. As such the continent-wide efforts aimed at health-professional curriculum reforms, more effective utilisation of task-shifting as well as the intra- and inter-disciplinary collaborations must be encouraged. Since physicians play a major role in the training mentoring and supervision of physician and non-physician health-workers alike, the maintenance of the standards of university medical education is central to the success of all health system models. It must also be recognized that, efforts at improving Africa’s health systems can only succeed if the necessary socio-economic, educational, and technological infrastructure are in place.
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Whatever device is created for dealing with the sheer volume of health work (in Africa), it must not be one which compromises the standards of university medical school education.”
A. Brown. ‘Medical Education in Nigeria.’ (1963)

The debate on the most appropriate structure for Africa’s health-workforce in general, and its physicians in particular, has been generated by the mismatch of the volume of disease and the number of available trained healthcare workers (HCW).¹ This mismatch has been further complicated in recent times by the increase in, aging and mobility of the population, the recurring epidemics of infectious diseases, and the continuing brain drain, all of which further amplify the continent’s human resource for health (HRH) shortage.²,³ Recent proposals for solving Africa’s health workforce challenges⁴,⁵ are a continuation of the discussions that have been held since the need for a formal health system was identified in colonial times.⁶ Several of the proposals have focused on task-shifting to be facilitated by the large-scale production of non-physician clinicians (NPCs) who can be quickly trained and distributed widely to treat majority of the common diseases, and by re-defining the roles of the various cadres of HCW.⁷,⁸,⁹ Others are directed at scaling-up the quantity and quality of health-professionals as well as increasing the retention of medical doctors being produced within the sub-continent as a longer term solution.⁸,⁹ These later set of objectives are being achieved through targeted admissions,⁹ curricular reforms,¹⁰ continuing professional development,¹¹ and inter-professional educations.¹² This article comments on one such proposal.⁴

The Prevailing Challenges of Africa’s Health Systems
The inadequate number and mal-distribution of HCWs has meant sub-Saharan Africa’s health workforce is unable to respond to its current health challenges. This is because the models of health systems utilized so far in the sub-continent have been mainly adopted from foreign countries with limited integration with the culture and customs of the host countries. Also, most SSA health systems have developed largely without the concomitant development of the robust administrative policies and supporting social, economic, and technological infrastructure required for their successful function.¹⁴ Financing the cost of increasing the number of HCW and the facilities available for their use in SSA is well-recognized health systems challenge since most countries have inadequate health and education budgets.¹⁵ Further, the cost-recovery policies of health institutions in the sub-continent pose a formidable barrier for many patients who are unable to pay the high fees.¹⁶ Another major challenge to Africa’s health system is the lack of definition of the role of each cadre of HCW (physician and non-physician alike) and their relationships to each other.
This situation has been further complicated by the near total absence of regulatory structures to monitor NPCs in most SSA countries.\textsuperscript{17-24} Furthermore, instances of NPCs delivering care outside their scope or without supervision have been reported in developing countries and are a major concern to other HCW especially physicians.\textsuperscript{22,24} Un-coordinated expansion of task-shifting also has the added potential of paradoxically diluting efforts to improve the training and quality of physicians. This is because this may reduce the patient load available for training medical students while increasing demands on physicians now saddled with additional responsibilities of supervision and training of non-physician HCWs and thus reduce important direct physician patient care in practice. These deficiencies have enshrined professional rivalries resulting in persistent struggles for practice territories and hierarchy, and inevitably incessant health sector crises.\textsuperscript{24}

The non-standardisation of NPC training and practice in Africa, unlike what obtained in developed countries (notably the United States), poses a major challenge to its health systems.\textsuperscript{25-26} This is because NPC training in Africa is largely informal and sometimes personal,\textsuperscript{27} whilst the few vocational schools that offer formal training prescribe different lengths of training.\textsuperscript{18,19,26} Indeed, most countries utilising NPCs are yet to formalize their training health sector role, career path, and/or relationship relative to other established cadre of health-workers.\textsuperscript{28,29} This may eventually lead to frustration on the part of the NPCs, and suspicion and refusal of acceptance by the other cadres especially the physicians making successful supervision and training of NPCs difficult to replicate.\textsuperscript{27} The brain drain of physicians and nurses has continued unabated in part because majority of governments are yet to address the local workforce challenges.\textsuperscript{29} Skill mix imbalances, urban-rural distribution imbalances, poor employment and career prospects, and poor working conditions further contribute to workforce challenges in many developing countries and may contribute to perpetuating the brain drain.\textsuperscript{26,29}

**Remembering a Solution From the Past**

It is particularly important that SSA’s health systems maximize the available HRH for the effective and efficient health coverage of its people and task-shifting (including the use of NPCs as appropriate) is a major component. However, defining the standards of training and practice for SSA’s physicians and non-physician health-workers alike should be the first consideration. This will involve the development of clearly defined and achievable professional duties for each cadre of HCW taking the peculiarities of the health-workforce, culture and infrastructure of individual countries into consideration. In this manner, disputes over professional territories, career progression, and hierarchy which are central to health sector conflicts should be minimized.

The need for task-shifting as proposed above was first clearly stated by Alexander Brown in 1963 when he asserted that it would be necessary to transfer aspects of medicine to well-trained non-medical personnel so as to relieve the physician of a significant proportion of clinical work.\textsuperscript{30} He, however, emphasized the need to maintain the standards of physician training as, in this situation, this cadre of HCW would remain the back-bone of the health-workforce and would now be called upon mostly for complex cases.

Alexander Brown’s proposal encompasses the need for re-defining the role of all HCW periodically to make them fit-for-practice in their community. This will be achieved through continuous curricular reforms which should equip each health-professional with the new skills required for contemporary practice in their health system. In this vein, ongoing medical curricular reforms include the modules that teach the administrative and managerial skills proposed by Eyal et al.\textsuperscript{4} These also encompass inter-professional education modules to foster good relationships between all HCW and enshrine the inter-disciplinary healthcare approach necessary for effective patient care.

Brown’s assertion also provides the framework for defining the roles for physician and other HCW, especially NPCs, and prescribing the relationship between them. Importantly, the relationships will be more easily guided once the competencies; expected professional activities and essential professional duties of the different HCW are developed following on the recent emphasis on a need for same standard for of physicians across the sub-continent.\textsuperscript{31} Additionally, processes must be established to improve the relationship between physicians and other HCW (especially NPCs) as these are necessary for the effective supervision of non-physician HCW working in the primary healthcare setting.\textsuperscript{32} The suggested revision of medical curricula by Eyal et al, to include tracks for NPCs may encourage the introduction acceptance and survival of NPC training and services in some countries. On the other hand, others may find it more convenient to enable qualified paramedicals to acquire additional clinical skills in order to facilitate task-shifting.\textsuperscript{5,8}

Finally, the culture of networking between SSA’s medical schools initiated in the early 1960s (by the formation of the Association of Medical Schools of Africa)\textsuperscript{33} which improved the standard of health-education in the sub-continent should now be extended to involve the health systems in order to achieve the same with healthcare delivery. Indeed, these collaborations have been strengthened by the numerous national and international health-systems strengthening projects and have served to sustain the gains of these initiatives.\textsuperscript{5,34}

**Conclusion**

The current efforts to re-define the roles of HCW in SSA present an opportunity for SSA to develop health systems that are culturally and socially acceptable, and thus sustainable. As such the continent-wide efforts aimed at health-professional curriculum reforms, wide-spread utilisation of task-shifting and NPCs and the expansion of intra- and inter-professional collaborations must be encouraged. If well-harnessed, the new methods of delivering healthcare services equitably to Africa’s populations may result in a paradigm shift leading to better health statistics and outcomes. The maintenance of the standards of university medical education is however, central to the success of whatever model of health system is developed or chosen. Despite this, it must be remembered that efforts at restructuring Africa’s health-workforce can only succeed if there are concomitant efforts at improving the socio-economic, educational, and technological infrastructure of the individual countries as these are the pillars on which health systems are built.
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